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Executive Summary
The City of Helena (City) has requested that HydroSolutions Inc (HydroSolutions) provide
information and understanding to the Helena City Commission and City staff on the City’s water
reservation. This report lays a foundation for water supply planning and the challenges the City
faces; and provides focused detail on the City’s water reservation, its purpose and need,
conditions of use, plan and history of development, groundwater quality, estimated costs of
development, and current activity. This report also reviews and summarizes other water rights
held by the City, recent growth planning efforts, water supply and use, groundwater availability,
and water supply planning in other communities. Included are report recommendations and
overall conclusions. The goal of this report is to stimulate discussion and to provide ideas
regarding water supply planning to City leaders that will facilitate sustainable future growth,
infrastructure investment, and economic development through use of the City’s Water
Reservation. This report is provided along with a presentation to the Helena City Commission
on February 8, 2017. The following table provides an executive summary of this report.

Why Water Supply
Planning

• Providing safe and reliable water is one of the most basic and
important functions of a city.
• Multiple challenges exist for the City in maintaining safe and
reliable water supplies. These include expanding populations,
aging infrastructure, climate extremes and variability in water
supplies, water quality and regulatory issues, water rights
and legal challenges, and the availability of obtaining new
water rights in a closed basin.
• Helena’s two primary water sources (Ten Mile watershed and
Missouri River) are inherently more vulnerable to drought,
degradation, contamination, vandalism/sabotage, and
damage than a deep groundwater source.
• The availability of water is critical to retaining and attracting
businesses and industry to the Helena area.

Helena’s Water
Reservation

• The City was granted a large water reservation for municipal
use from deep alluvial groundwater for future growth.
• With a 1985 priority date, the reservation is like “money in the
bank” in terms of obtaining new water rights in a closed
basin.
• The water reservation was intended to serve as the primary
supplemental water supply to the Ten Mile Creek source.
• The water reservation wells were intended to meet peak
water demands up to 10.6 MGD from June through August,
and up to 5.0 MGD from September to May (City of Helena
1989). The overall average-day flow equals 6.31 MGD (2013
average-day water use was 5.51 MGD or 87% of the water
reservation).
• The water reservation can be used over a large area: 41
square miles (26,240 acres) extending east to west beyond
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City Water Rights &
Contracts

city limits from the Missouri River Treatment Plant (MRTP) to
the Ten Mile Creek Water Treatment Plant.
Less than 1 percent (by volume) of the City’s water
reservation is currently being used.
Unperfected water use of the water reservation sunsets
(expires) December 31, 2025.
Parts of the water reservation can be changed to meet City
needs including point of diversion, place of use, purpose,
place of storage.
One 85 gpm well at Kindrick Legion Field was added as a
new point of diversion to the water reservation in 2010.
Limited exploration of the deep alluvial aquifer of the water
reservation has occurred. In 1998, the City completed two
deep exploration wells to evaluate the aquifer yield. Pumping
test yields were less than anticipated and Helena’s Public
Works Director decided to delay further drilling and
development of the Water Reservation deep aquifer source
until a later date.
An exploration drilling program could be phased by drilling
lower cost test wells to evaluate potential yields. The
estimated cost for a test well is $12,000. Current drilling costs
for a single 16-inch production well at 350 feet deep is
approximately $125,000 to $150,000. This cost does not
include land acquisition, engineering design and PWS
permitting, pump, motor, electrical controls, earthwork, piping
and valves, pumping tests, or completion notices.
Water quality samples have been collected from the target
aquifer and indicate good water quality.
Helena has the largest municipal water reservation by
volume in the Upper Missouri Order.
In 2016 DNRC noted that Helena’s need for the reservation
appears questionable, and cites water available through
existing water rights. DNRC acknowledges uncertainty
associated with the legal challenges to Helena’s Ten Mile
Creek water rights and future expansion of the Helena city
limits, and states that the City should pursue use of their
reservation to provide the legal right for future water supplies.
The City is currently working to change its water reservation
by adding points of diversion. The new points of diversion
(groundwater wells) will reduce the amount of treated water
used to irrigate City Parks and increase irrigation efficiencies
and management. The application proposes to add the
Lockey Park well, Capital High Well (for Northwest Park), and
four wells that irrigate portions of the Carroll College campus.

• DNRC reported that the City of Helena has 17,392 acre feet
per year in municipal water right claims (2016) exclusive of
the water reservation.
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• Besides the water reservation, most of Helena’s municipal
water rights are related to claims in the Ten Mile Creek
watershed. These water rights are currently being challenged
at the Montana Supreme Court.
• The City has historical water rights from multiple springs
originating in Helena’s South Hills.
• The City has 13 permitted wells: 5 for municipal, 6 for
irrigation, 1 for lawn and garden, and 1 permitted under the
water reservation (Kindrick Legion Field). The Eureka Well is
currently used as municipal water source.
• The City has a 40-year contract with the U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation, which allows the City to draw up to 11,300 acre
feet of municipal water per year from Canyon Ferry.

Population and City
Growth Plan

Water Supply and
Use

• The need of water reservation was developed with future city
growth in mind. The water reservation planned to be a
primary source of supply for the City by 2035 to serve 32,574
people.
• Current population projections are higher, with a conservative
estimate at 39,695 people estimated in 2035 by 2015 joint
planning effort between the City and Lewis and Clark County.
• The Lewis and Clark County Growth Policy Update 2015,
projects that the Helena Valley Planning Area could see
anywhere between 7,000 to more than 18,000 new residents
in the next 20 years. The report cites a conservative estimate
of growth at 10,000 new people and 4,000 new housing units
in the next 20 years.
• The City has established an Urban Standard Boundary to
pursue smart growth solutions and deal with a host of issues
spurred by sprawling development. The Urban Standards
Boundary covers adjacent county properties suitable for
future connection to city utility systems and for annexation,
but lack a plan to guide the annexation processes and
development methods to promote a new pattern of compact
development.
• Water availability is identified in planning efforts by the City
and County as a key issue in planning for future growth in the
Helena Valley Planning Area.
• The City currently relies on three sources of water to serve its
public: Ten Mile Creek and tributaries, Missouri River, and
the Eureka Well. Ten Mile Creek and Missouri River account
for the majority of the City’s water supply.
• Total water use in 2013 was 2,011.5 million gallons, or 6,173
acre feet, which is 87% of the permitted volume of Helena’s
water reservation. Based on an estimated population of
28,190 in 2013, average daily water use was about 186
gallons per capita day.
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• In 2013 68% of Helena’s water came from Ten Mile Creek
Source. During non-irrigation months, Ten Mile Creek water
accounted for over 90% of Helena’s water. During irrigation
months 50% comes from Ten Mile Creek source, 46% from
Missouri River, and 4% from the Eureka Well.
• Irrigation of City parks accounted for over 50 million gallons
of treated water use in 2016.
• Per capita City water use appears to be decreasing. The
average day water use has decreased by over 1 MGD, from
6.64 MGD in 1984 to 5.5 MGD in 2013. On per capita basis,
average day use decreased from over 270 gallons per capita
day (GPCD) in the mid-1980s to 186 GPCD in 2013.
• The City completed a Water Facilities Plan in 2006 which
provides details of the City’s water supply systems, water
quality and regulatory review, water demand forecast,
treatment plant and distribution analysis, water conservation,
and future recommendations (City of Helena 2006).
Recommendations included abandonment of the Eureka
Well, improvement of the Missouri River Treatment Plant to
meet most of the City’s water demands, and relying less on
the Ten Mile source. The plan indicated that groundwater
was not a long term viable option of supply.
• Based on a projected population of 39,695 in 2035 the City
will have an average day demand of 7.38 to 9.92 MGD and
peak day demand of 19.1 to 25.4 MGD.
• Assuming existing water sources are maintained to meet
current demand, development of water reservation wells to
an average production of 5.0 MGD could serve an additional
26,882 people (based on average day water demand of 186
GPCD).
• In the future the City’s Ten Mile Creek water source may be
limited in supplying City needs due to either physical or legal
availability constraints, and a shift in the source of supply
may be needed. Questions remain if deep alluvial
groundwater may be the answer, or if increasing reliance on
the MRTP will be necessary. The City will need to continue to
plan for the future in order to continue supplying a safe and
reliable water supply for the people of Helena.

Groundwater
Availability

Water Supply
Planning Examples

• The availability of water is one limiting factor for development
of the water reservation. The shallow alluvial sediments
supply most water for use in the valley, but deep wells are
found to be productive in selected areas of the valley as
evident north of East Helena, near the Law Enforcement
academy, and the deep wells at the MWTP. Further
groundwater investigations in the deeper aquifer would
provide further support for reservation development.
• Many cities in the western United States are dealing with
similar challenges in water supply planning. Planning and
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•

•

•
•
•

Opportunities

permitting project can take a long time, and require large
capital investments.
Colorado Springs, Colorado, recently completed Phase 1 of
The Southern Delivery System, which included 50 miles of
new water pipeline and water treatment at a cost of $825M to
deliver 50 MGD to 445,000 people in their city and
surrounding communities.
Bozeman Montana has developed an Integrated Water
Resources Plan to guide its water supply and water use
policy and practices for the next 50 years.
Develop a comprehensive water resources plan to guide
future development and infrastructure investment over the
next 30 to 50 years. Plan should include evaluation of
feasibility and costs for developing a well field envisioned in
the water reservation; adding new water distribution systems
and water storage to serve areas in the Helena Valley within
the Urban Standards Boundary; and consider conservation
measures, aquifer recharge, and aquifer storage and
recovery.
Complete additional investigation of deep aquifer to evaluate
viability of long-term groundwater supply. Consider additional
test wells and aquifer testing both within the water
reservation boundary and in other favorable hydrogeologic
areas.
Continue to look for ways to use the water reservation, such
as using non-potable well water to irrigate City parks.
Change place of use of water reservation to include the
Urban Standards Boundary and any other area currently
served by the City that is outside of the water reservation
boundary.
Following the Montana Supreme Court’s decision on the
City’s Ten Mile water rights, the City should evaluate their
overall water right portfolio to better understand the legal
availability of their water sources and ability to meet future
water demands.
Evaluate water rights that are not actively used and prepare
plan to protect them from abandonment through meeting
criteria in MCA 85-2-227(4), Criteria for Presumption of
Municipal Nonabandonment.
Consider land acquisitions for land use easements that would
allow the City to drill water reservation water supply wells.
Measure and monitor all water use, especially groundwater
and other unmonitored uses.
Build on growth planning efforts and continue joint land use
planning with Lewis and Clark County.

• Multiple other opportunities exist for the City to use their
water reservation. These include:
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Conclusions

• Water marketing. The City could market its water for uses
such as irrigation, industrial, or other in the Helena Valley.
• Marketing for Mitigation. Being located in a closed basin
makes it difficult for people to obtain new legal sources of
water (i.e. water rights). Existing and new developments in
the area could potentially benefit from the City’s water
reservation through mitigation water.
• Consider what commercial or industrial water users could be
attracted to Helena area. Businesses requiring good quality
water in their production processes would benefit from a
strong water resource such as what the City of Helena
maintains.
• Explore aquifer recharge and aquifer storage and recovery
systems.
• A water right change may need to be granted by DNRC for
these options.
• The City of Helena is fortunate to have been granted a large
water reservation, which provides the legal right to for future
growth. The water reservation is a tremendous resource in a
closed basin in which new water right appropriations are
difficult and costly to obtain.
• Unperfected water use of Helena’s water reservation will
sunset or expire in less than 10 years, on December 31,
2025. Water development projects can require large amounts
of capital and can take years to plan and permit. Now is the
time for the City of Helena to consider how they might
maximize the use of their water reservation.
• Helena’s water reservation with its deep alluvial groundwater
source has the potential to provide an additional level of
safety, security, and reliability if developed as a primary or
backup water supply source water. Helena’s Ten Mile Creek
and Missouri River water sources are inherently more
vulnerable to surface contamination and water quality
degradation.
• The Helena community continues to grow, conservatively
10,000 people are expected to move into Helena Valley area
and build 4,000 new housing units in the next twenty years.
Land and water use planning should continue with Lewis and
Clark County to ensure reliable and safe water supplies for
future growth.
• Water is the backbone that supports future economic vitality,
and is critical to retaining and attracting businesses and
industry to the Helena area. Developing Helena’s water
reservation, which is the largest by volume in the Upper
Missouri River basin, has potential to attract new businesses
and industry to Helena.
• Projected population growth in Helena must be met with a
corresponding increase in water supply and production. In
the future, the City’s Ten Mile Creek water source may be
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limited in its ability to supply City demands due to either
physical or legal availability constraints, and a shift from this
supply source may be needed. Questions remain if deep
alluvial groundwater can fill this gap, or if increasing reliance
on the MRTP will be necessary. Now is the time for the City
to move forward with proactive plans to develop safe and
reliable water supplies for the future of Helena.
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1.0 Introduction
The City of Helena (City) has requested that HydroSolutions Inc (HydroSolutions) provide
information and understanding to the Helena City Commission and City staff on the City’s
groundwater resources and in particular, its reserved water right, or water reservation. This
report reviews details of Helena’s water reservation including purpose and need, conditions of
use, plan and history of development, groundwater quality, estimated costs of development, and
recent water reservation review conducted by the state of Montana. This report also reviews
and summarizes other water rights held by the City, recent growth planning efforts, water supply
and use, groundwater availability, and water supply planning in other communities. Included a
list of recommendations, other opportunities for development, and report conclusions. This
summary report is provided along with a presentation to the Helena City Commission on
February 8, 2017.
The goal of this work is to stimulate discussion and to provide ideas regarding water supply
planning to City leaders that will facilitate sustainable future growth, infrastructure investment,
and economic development through use of the City’s Water Reservation, which sunsets (i.e.
expires) in 2025 and unperfected water use will no longer be available without an extension.
This report provides a broad brush understanding of the City’s water resources and water
reservation to promote informed decision making on water use and planning. The idea is that
this information will spur specific plans to leverage use of the City’s water reservation to ensure
a continued safe and reliable supply of water for a growing community and to promote potential
commercial opportunities.

2.0 Why Water Supply Planning
One of the most basic and
important functions of a city is
to provide safe and reliable
“Water is vital to the health, economy, and planning
water to its citizens. The
of Helena and its leadership role in the greater area
number one goal of the 2011
and in sustaining the quality of life for local residents.
Helena Growth Policy water
It is necessary not only for commercial and
section is to “provide an
household uses, fire suppression, and recreational
adequate and stable supply of
activities but also for the surrounding forest health,
safe and economical water to
wildlife preservation, and maintaining viable
the Helena community.” Helena
agricultural lands.”
is a headwaters region, near
–City of Helena Growth Policy, 2011
the Continental Divide, and
despite receiving only about
twelve inches of precipitation
per year, is fortunate to have access to multiple reliable water sources to amply supply the
City’s current needs. However, like many cities across the western U.S., maintaining safe and
reliable water sources are not without challenges or threats. Unique challenges for Helena
include:
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Expanding population, the City is projected to grow 1.3% annually to 39,695 (City of
Helena-Lewis and Clark County Consolidated Planning Board 2016), and more than
90,000 people could live in the Helena Valley Area (City of Helena 2011) by 2035
Aging infrastructure, especially Ten Mile Creek water collection, treatment, and
transmission)
Climate extremes and variability in water supply
Water quality and regulatory issues
The legal availability of historical water rights (the City is currently in a legal dispute at
Montana Supreme Court over its use of its primary historical surface water source from
Ten Mile Creek)
The legal right to new water sources and water rights (Helena is in the Upper Missouri
River Basin Closure area, which restricts the legal availability of obtaining new water
rights, and which limits opportunity for growth and development)
Water source security and vulnerability. The City relies on two surface water sources
(Ten Mile Creek watershed and Missouri River) to supply City water needs. Currently
Ten Mile Creek and its tributaries supplies the majority of Helena’s water the and
Missouri River water provides a supplement sources to meet peak summer demands.
These surface water sources are inherently more vulnerable to drought, degradation,
contamination, vandalism/sabotage, and damage than a deep groundwater source.
o A large wildfire in Ten Mile Creek watershed and the resulting changes in
physical, chemical, and biological quality of the stream could take years to repair.
(New Mexico Environment Dept 2017)
o An earthquake in the Helena Valley could disrupt or destroy the City’s capability
to treat and deliver Missouri River or Ten Mile Creek water. Worse, a large
earthquake could damage Canyon Ferry Dam and impact storage in the
Reservoir and could eliminate the source of water altogether. Canyon Ferry
Reservoir and the Missouri River are large bodies of water and support many
uses making them susceptible to a contamination.

Additionally, the availability of water is critical to retaining and attracting businesses and industry
to the Helena area. Water is the backbone that supports future economic vitality, and our
community’s prosperity relies on the availability of water. Failing to ensure a reliable future water
supply may force businesses to locate in other communities.
Fortunately, the City applied for, and was granted, a water reservation as a tool to mitigate
these challenges. The water reservation is a volume and amount of water that is legally
protected with a 1985 priority date and is water reserved specifically for the City’s future growth.
Beyond current City water supplies, the water reservation provides another source of reliable
water for growth and offers a safeguard against water supply uncertainties and shortages. Large
scale water projects require huge capital investments for communities, are challenging to
permit, and can take considerable time to plan and construct. With the sunset/expiration date of
the water reservation looming, now is the time for the City of Helena to consider and plan how
they will optimize use of their water resources and water reservation.
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3.0 Helena’s Water Reservation
The City submitted the application for a water reservation in 1989, citing that “the availability of
an adequate source of water for future years is of critical importance to the well-being and future
growth of the City of Helena.” Like other water rights, a water reservation is a property right that
allows legal use of a defined amount of water, over a defined area, with a defined source and
method of diversion, during a specified period, by a named owner. Unlike regular water right
claims that are established by historical water use, the use of a water reservation is established
for specified future uses.
The purpose of the application was to request a water reservation for future beneficial use by
municipal and water-dependent industrial users. Planners realized that municipal and industrial
growth may be dependent upon an adequate future water supply. “These efforts are an attempt
to provide sound planning to guarantee the City an adequate future water supply (City of Helena
1989).” The water reservation application indicates that groundwater from the reservation would
meet the future water demands for the City and serve as the primary supplemental water source
to Ten Mile Creek.
Helena’s water reservation was granted as part of the Upper Missouri Final Order, issued on
July 1, 1992, by the State of Montana Board of Natural Resources and Conservation. The order
included 14 municipalities in the Upper Missouri Basin. The perfection date for all municipalities
in the basin is December 31, 2025.

3.1 Water Reservation Summary
The City of Helena’s water reservation “reserves” a large amount of legally available municipal
water for the future use and growth of the City. The water reservation provides:
 Maximum flow rate equal to seven wells each producing more than 1,000 gallons per
minute (GPM) or peak day use of 7,361 GPM or 10.6 million gallons per day (MGD)
 Maximum average-day and annual volume of water equal to 6.31 MGD (2013 averageday water use was 5.51 MGD or 87% of the water reservation)
 A large area in which the water reservation can be used, covering 41 square miles
(26,240 acres) extending east to west beyond city limits from the Missouri River
Treatment Plant (MRTP) to the Ten Mile Creek Water Treatment Plant.
The water reservation can be used for municipal and irrigation purposes. Municipal use
accommodates any water use or need by the City or a city water user including industrial,
commercial, irrigation, and others. “Municipal use” is defined in ARM 36.12.101 as water
appropriated by and provided for those in and around a municipality or an unincorporated town
(Montana DNRC 2014). The permitted amount equivalent to 10.6 million gallons per day, was
intended to supplement existing supplies to meet the demand of a forecasted population in 2035
of 32,574 (City of Helena 1989). The source of the water for the reservation is groundwater from
a deep, alluvial aquifer near the MRTP. To date, the City has used only a fraction (less than one
percent by volume) of the available water reservation. The extent of Helena’s water reservation
is shown in the attached figure. Also see the attached General Abstract for the water
reservation.
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City of Helena Water Reservation Summary

Water Right No.

41I 72581 00

Priority Date

July 1, 1985

Source

Groundwater from a Deep Alluvial Aquifer
Pumped from a well field near MRTP (not yet developed)

Purpose

Municipal
Irrigation

Place of Use

41 square mile (26,240 acre) area from Missouri
River Treatment Plant to Ten Mile Creek Plant
7,071 acre-feet

Amount Permitted

16.4 cubic ft/sec
10.6 Million Gallons per Day

Amount Currently
Allocated

19.73 acre-feet

Volume Remaining that
can be used

7,051.27 acre-feet

Sunset/Expiration Date

December 31, 2025 (applies to unperfected water use)

0.19 cubic ft/sec

16.21 cubic ft/sec

Helena’s water reservation application provides additional detail on analysis of need,
determination of amount, population projections, existing diversions and depletions, use
patterns, water availability, hydrogeologic information, evaluation of groundwater potential,
water quality, public interest and cost benefits, and a management plan (City of Helena 1989).

3.2 Purpose and Need
The State of Montana criteria for water reservations is found in Montana Code Annotated (MCA)
85-2-316, and states that water may be reserved for existing or future benefical uses in the
basin where it is reserved. The MCA establishes the criteria under which the water reservations
are granted. Two of the primary criteria for a water reservation are the purpose and need of the
water reservation. The City’s water reservation application (1989) described specific “purposes
and needs” of the water reservation. As cited in the application, these include:
 Requested to meet future demands by municipal and industrial users and to protect the
quality of the municipal water supply
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Provide municipal water for future growth in a cost effective manner
Because of possible water quality problems, the Missouri River system cannot be
considered a firm, long term, all season water supply, “the MRTP water cannot be
assumed to be an adequate, clean, and uninterrupted water supply since arsenic and
algae appear to be potential threats to the Missouri River water quality. Clearly this
indicates the need to plan ahead and reserve a water supply to replace, supplement, or
dilute the MRTP water supply” (City of Helena 1989). Note, the City has addressed
Missouri River water quality concerns with improvements to the treatment plant.
The reservation water would be delivered from a well field located northeast of the City
of Helena’s MRTP, drawing from a deep alluvial groundwater aquifer.
A reservation is the only means to obtain an early priority date for water that will be
needed to meet projected municipal and industrial growth and to protect the quality of
the city water supply. Once the water reservation expires, remaining unused water may
be appropriated by competing agricultural, industrial, and instream users.
It is important that the City of Helena have a water reservation to meet future municipal
water demands in order for the community to prosper and develop.
Competing water uses may prevent the City of Helena from obtaining or perfecting a
water use permit in the future (i.e. closed basin). Without a water reservation, the City of
Helena would need to initiate a costly process of buying or condemning existing water
rights to meet increasing demands.
Failure to reserve water for future municipal and industrial use by the City of Helena is
likely to result in an irretrievable loss of a resource development opportunity.

3.3 Limitations & Conditions of Use
The Upper Missouri River Final Order granting Helena’s water reservation along with thirteen
other municipalities was made in 1992. Similar to all water rights, the water reservation is
subject to a number of limitations and conditions, some (point of diversion, place of use,
purpose, place of storage) of which can be changed or modified to meet needs. Some of these
conditions include:
 Must be used within designated place of use
 Must be used for municipal or irrigation purposes
 Water reservation period of use is year round
 Use is limited to the permitted maximum volume and maximum flow rate
 The water reservation source is groundwater from deep alluvial aquifer in the Helena
valley within a specified area near the MRTP
 Similar to other water rights, the use of the water reservation cannot adversely affect any
senior water rights
 The reservation is subject to being perfected by December 31, 2025 (the sunset or
expiration date).
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3.4 Plan & History of Development
Prior to submitting the water reservation application (City of Helena 1989), the City conducted
investigations and identified a deep alluvial aquifer system in the Helena Valley in the vicinity of
the MRTP. Investigations indicate that this aquifer system is extensive and underlies a
significant portion of the valley. The source provided for a reliable groundwater supply not
affected by late season flows, and less likely to be affected by surface contamination. Analysis
of water from test wells show the deep alluvial groundwater is of good quality. The plan of
development includes developing a well field to pump groundwater to the MRTP. The well field
development was to be phased in as additional water was needed. Each of the three
development phases would consist of two to three wells. Each well would have a capacity of
800 to 1500 GPM and would be spaced about 800 to 1500 feet apart. For maximum cost
effectiveness, initial wells would be located closest to the MRTP (City of Helena 1989). Each
phase would supply an estimated 3.5 MGD, ultimately providing up to 10.6 MGD to meet the
needs of the City in 2035.
The deep groundwater source of the water reservation was intended to serve as the primary
supplemental water supply to the Ten Mile Creek water supply and meet the needs of future
growth. The water reservation wells were to meet peak water demands up to 10.6 MGD from
June through August, and up to 5.0 MGD from September to May (City of Helena 1989). The
water reservation application contemplated the first two production wells would be completed in
1995 and the second two wells completed about year 2015.
Limited exploration of the deep alluvial aquifer of the water reservation has occurred. In 1998,
the City completed two deep exploration wells to evaluate the aquifer yield within the defined
Water Reservation area. One test hole was drilled to 740 feet below ground surface (bgs).
Based on the encouraging hydrogeology and pumping test yields, a second well was installed to
a depth of 630 feet bgs, approximately 100 feet to the east of the first well. Test well TH1 was
pumped for 8 hours at a constant pumping rate of 420 GPM. Well PW1 was pumped for 8 hours
at a constant pumping rate of 300 GPM. The pumping test yields for this second well less than
anticipated. Because of these results, Helena’s Public Works Director decided at that time to
delay further drilling and development of the Water Reservation deep aquifer source until a later
date. HydroSolutions’ Senior Hydrogeologist, Dave Donohue, was involved in the exploration,
design, drilling, and testing of the City’s deep exploration wells.
In 2010, Helena submitted a request to DNRC to allocate 85 gpm and 19.73 acre-feet of this
Water Reservation for use to irrigate 7.89 acres at Kindrick Legion Field and Memorial Park
from a well at that location. A change application was completed and approved on September 9,
2010 to add a point of diversion. Mr. Donohue was involved in the testing and reporting for this
change application.

3.5 Costs of Development
The water reservation application provides estimated capital costs to complete the wells and
annual operating costs (City of Helena 1989) as shown below in Table 9 from the water
reservation application.
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Assuming an average inflation
rate of 2.5 percent since 1990,
the capital costs from 1989 are
about $3.9 million. Note the
estimate in the water reservation
application assumes six wells
drilled to 350 feet with 14-inch
steel casing. The actual number
of wells needed, their diameter
of casing, and depth could be
more or less depending on well
yields. A drilling program could
be phased by drilling lower-cost
test wells to evaluate potential
yields. The estimated cost for a
test well is $12,000. Current
drilling costs for a single 16-inch
production well at 350 feet deep
is approximately $125,000 to
$150,000. This cost does not
include land acquisition, engineering design, and PWS permitting, pump, motor, electrical
controls, earthwork, piping and valves, pumping tests, or completion notices. Complete costs for
developing and operating such a well field would be further evaluated.

Excerpt from Table 9 Annual Cost Comparison of
Alternatives from City of Helena Water Reservation
application (1989).

3.6 Groundwater Quality
The City’s water reservation application evaluated the water quality of the deep alluvial aquifer
identified in the reservation. The application notes that without the reservation’s groundwater
source, the City would primarily rely on surface water appropriations as its primary source and
that surface water is the most vulnerable to contamination. The deep alluvial aquifer for which
the City has its reservation is generally separated from the shallow groundwater system by low
permeability layers and is less susceptible to agricultural or industrial influences and
degradation than shallow groundwater systems.
Water quality samples have been collected from the target aquifer and indicate good water
quality. The application notes that the requested groundwater is of better quality than the
surface water supply currently used by the City (City of Helena 1989). Groundwater quality
samples were also collected in 1998 from wells TH1 and PW1 when the City conducted a
limited exploration program of the water reservation area. Currently Lewis and Clark County
Water Quality Protection District is monitoring groundwater quality in bedrock and alluvial
groundwater wells in the district’s area. Potentially, the groundwater from the deep alluvial
source would not require the level of treatment needed for Missouri River water, and may only
need chlorination.
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Laboratory Analytical Results From Groundwater Wells TH1 and PW1 at the City
of Helena MRTP
ANALYSIS

TH 1
2/9/98

2/26/98
A

pH, s.u.
7.78
-Specific Conductance,
319
-mho/cm
Total Dissolved Solids, mg/L
248
-Sodium, mg/L
36
-Potassium, mg/L
7.7
-Calcium, mg/L
23
-Magnesium, mg/L
2.6
-Hardness, as CaCO3
--Alkalinity, mg/L
98
-Chloride, mg/L
5.3
-Sulfate, mg/L
48
-Fluoride, mg/L
0.51
-Nitrate + Nitrite, mg/L
0.26
-Arsenic-dissolved, mg/L
<0.003
-Iron-total, mg/L
0.70
0.42
Iron-dissolved, mg/l
0.16
0.11
Manganese-total, mg/L
-<0.02
Manganese-dissolved, mg/L
-<0.02
Tritium pCi/L
-<1000
Notes:
-not analyzed
mg/L
milligram/liter
s.u.
standard unit
pCi/L
Picocurie per liter
mho/cm
micro mhos per centimeter
CaCO3
calcium carbonate

PW 1

2/26/98
B

2/26/98
C

2/26/98
D

12/17/98

---

---

---

7.82
221

------------0.21
0.11
<0.02
<0.02
--

------------0.17
0.06
0.03
0.03
--

------------0.17
0.06
0.03
0.03
--

212
23
8.3
24
7.0
85
98
3.6
39
0.55
0.21
<0.003
1.10
0.20
<0.02
<0.02
--

3.7 DNRC Water Reservation Ten Year Review
Recently the Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation (DNRC) published a
report summarizing the use of water reservations in the state of Montana as part of their
mandated ten-year review (Montana DNRC 2016). Municipal water reservations were granted
under three separate orders per major river basin: Yellowstone Municipal Reservations (1978),
Upper Missouri Municipal Reservations (1992), and Lower Missouri Municipal Reservations
(1994). The report reviewed and summarized water use for each of the municipalities based on
reports submitted by the individual municipalities.
In general the DNRC report noted that, “the anticipated use for almost all of the municipal
reservations has not been achieved. Historically each of the individual municipalities have relied
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on existing water rights and, when these are insufficient, appropriation of additional volume was
achieved through provisional permits and groundwater certificates.”
A chart summarizing the volume in acre feet granted and the volume in use for municipalities in
the Upper Missouri order is shown below:

Muncipal Water Reservations In Upper
Missouri
8,000

acre-feet

7,000
6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0

Volume Granted (ac-ft)

Volume in Use (ac-ft)

Of the municipalities in the Upper Missouri order, Helena has the largest water reservation by
volume. Great Falls also has a large water reservation and, except for Belgrade, is one of the
only municipalities to put its water reservation to use. The City of Helena has the third largest
municipal water reservation in the state. Only Laurel and Billings, which are in the Yellowstone
Order, have larger volumes. Laurel has a similar volume at 7,151 acre feet, and Billings has a
volume of 53,550 acre feet. Only the Upper Missouri Final Order currently has a perfection date
for municipal reservations (December 31, 2025). The report notes that DNRC makes no
recommendation regarding extension or removal of this deadline and only points this out in an
effort to provide parity for all municipal reservations.
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In DNRC’s 2013 report
municipalities reported on the
MCA 85-2-316 criteria used to
“Currently, the City of Helena’s Tenmile Creek water
establish their water
rights are under legal challenge in district court. Based
reservation. These primary
on these considerations, the City should not rely on the
criteria include: purpose, need,
excess claims for growth. The reservation process
amount, public interest,
should be pursued to provide the legal right for future
compliance, and perfection. An
water supplies.”
excerpt of the City’s reporting
–Montana Department of Natural Resources and
and DNRC’s response is
Conservation, 2016
attached. In short, DNRC noted
that the City “appears to be in
substantial compliance with the
purpose, public interest, and compliance” of the reservation. DNRC notes that Helena’s need for
the reservation appears questionable, and cites water available through existing water rights.
DNRC does however acknowledge uncertainty associated with the legal challenges to Helena’s
Ten Mile Creek water rights and future expansion of the Helena city limits. DNRC also
acknowledges the difficulty in obtaining new water rights in the Upper Missouri River Basin
Closure. Regarding amount, DNRC reports that Helena has sufficient water rights to serve the
current and projected population, but due to the legal challenges to the Ten Mile Creek water
rights, the City should not rely on the excess claims for growth. The water reservation should be
pursued to provide the legal right for future water supplies (Montana DNRC 2016).

3.8 Current Water Reservation Change Application
The City is currently working to change its water reservation by proposing to add points of
diversion to its water reservation. The new points of diversion (groundwater wells) will irrigate
ground within the authorized place of use of the City’s water reservation. The City has retained
HydroSolutions to prepare a water right change application. In the change application, the City
proposes to:
(1) Add four groundwater wells that irrigate portions of the Carroll College (Carroll) campus and
athletic fields, and
(2) Add two groundwater wells to irrigate City Parks.
Specific details of the proposed water reservation change include:

Carroll College Irrigation Wells
The City and Carroll College have entered into a memorandum of understanding to work
collaboratively on irrigation needs of both the City and Carroll College and through use of the
City’s water reservation. Currently Carroll uses three permitted wells to provide irrigation waters
for lawn and shrubs on campus, including the campus grounds, football stadium, soccer field,
and practice fields. During the football season and during the summer months the football area
and soccer fields are watered during the night, so the rest of campus is watered during the early
morning and during the day. This occurs because of inefficient piping of the irrigation delivery
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system associated with the watering zones. Activities taking place during the day become
interrupted when the sprinklers come on.
In order to increase irrigation efficiency at Carroll College, the City proposes the following
changes to the water reservation:









Add all the 3 permitted groundwater wells (Cube Well, PE Center Well, Soccer Field
Well) plus 1 additional unpermitted well (Stadium Well, also referred to as Transfer
Well). These wells would be used as supplemental sources to irrigate a total of 28.16
acres of the Carroll Campus.
Add 3.64 acres of irrigated ground, which is the difference in acreage between Carroll’s
3 permitted wells (24.52 acres) and total irrigated campus area (28.16 acres). Since all
four wells (currently the three permitted wells) are tied into a looped distribution system,
water use of all of the wells is considered supplemental across the campus.
Add up to 9.10 acre-feet (AF) of volume which is the area of new irrigation requested of
the water reservation (3.64 acres) at DNRC’s general water use requirement of 2.50 AF
per acre.
Add up to 150 gallons per minute (GPM), which is the proposed maximum flow rate of
the Stadium Well.
Add up to 25 GPM to the Cube Well. The Cube Well has a permitted maximum flow rate
of 125 GPM, but aquifer tests indicate that it could be increased to a total of 150 GPM.
This increase would be accomplished through irrigation distribution upgrades at the
campus and a new pump at the Cube Well proposed by Carroll over the next five years.

The intent of the proposed changes described above will increase irrigation efficiency at Carroll
College. The gains in irrigation efficiency will allow Carroll College to irrigate their entire campus
over a shorter period of time, approximately 12 hours or less, generally during night time hours.
Current irrigation time is approximately 18.75 hours for the 3 existing wells. The current
irrigation cycle is disruptive to students, faculty, and visitors trying to navigate the Carroll
College campus during day time hours; and does not provide flexibility in watering schedules,
thus these changes are requested. Carroll College will maintain historical water rights.

City of Helena Park Wells
The City is proposing to add two existing wells to their Water Reservation to irrigate City Parks.
These wells would be new points of diversion for the water reservation. All water use would be
within the existing place of use of the water reservation. The wells and their proposed water use
include:


Lockey Park Well, owned by the City, to irrigate approximately 2.61 acres. The City
wishes to add this well to better use existing resources and reduce irrigation costs.
Currently the park is irrigated with treated City water. The City is requesting up to 6.53
AF of volume to irrigate this park, based on DNRC’s general water use requirement of
2.5 AF per acre. The City requests up to 120 GPM for the well.



Capital High Well to irrigate 29.2 acres at Northwest Park and Capital High School. The
well is owned by Helena School District #1 and is used by the City under mutual
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agreement with the Helena School District. Capital High School and Northwest Park are
currently irrigated by the Capital High School well under water right 41I-30004542
permitted by Change Authorization 41I-30050088. The City wishes to add this well to
their Water Reservation to increase irrigation efficiency and flexibility at Bill Roberts Golf
Course and Northgate (Jaycee) Park, and to reduce the level of coordination and
management necessitated by Change Authorization 41I-30050088. Under Change
Authorization 41I-30050088 use of the Capital High Well and the County Shop Well
must be strictly coordinated so that they are not used simultaneously. Placing the
Capital High Well under the water reservation would provide flexibility for the City and
School District in their respective irrigation operations. The requested flow rate for the
Capital High Well is 350 GPM and up to 73.0 AF of volume based on DNRC’s general
water use requirement of 2.5 AF per acre.

4.0 Other City Water Rights
Apart from the water reservation, most of Helena’s municipal water rights are related to claims
in the Ten Mile Creek watershed. These water rights are currently being challenged at the
Montana Supreme Court. DNRC reported that the City of Helena has 17,392 acre feet per year
in municipal water right claims (2016) exclusive of the water reservation.
It is important to note that water rights cannot necessarily be taken at their face value (in terms
of flow rate and volume of water). Their true value is determined by the reliability and security of
the source and the extent they were historically and beneficially put to use. Many of the Ten
Mile water rights contain issue remarks that limit the combined flow and volume of certain
claims. A complete water rights evaluation would include review of historical water use including
analysis of historical diversion and conveyance capabilities, historical water use, and historical
place of use.
The following is a brief summary of City of Helena Water Rights with a focus on groundwater
sources (source: DNRC Water Rights Query System http://wrqs.dnrc.mt.gov/default.aspx). A
tabulation of all City of Helena water rights is attached.
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Summary of City of Helena Water Rights

General
Water
Rights

Surface
Water

 32 individual water rights including 25 Statements of Claim (pre-1973), 4 Provisional
Permits, 2 Groundwater Certificates, and 1 Water Reservation
 Beneficial use purposes include municipal, irrigation, stock, and recreation
 Multiple water rights from springs and creeks in the Ten Mile Creek watershed. The
earliest water right has a priority date of 1864. These water rights supply the majority
of Helena's water. The use of these water rights is being challenged at the Montana
Supreme Court.
 4 water rights for municipal use across the City originating from springs in the South
Hills (Arrastra Gulch Spring, Orofino Supply Spring, Eureka Drain Ditch Spring, and
Bedrock Water Supply Spring). Historically these sources were conveyed to the City
via the waterline that is exposed along the trail extending south along Orofino Gulch
road.
 13 permitted wells: 5 for municipal, 6 for irrigation, 1 for lawn and garden, and 1
permitted under the water reservation (Kindrick Legion Field)
 1 permitted groundwater well exists for municipal use at the MRTP for 600 GPM and
967.65 acre feet

Ground
Water

Contract
Water

 2 permitted groundwater wells exist at the Ten Mile Water Treatment plant for
municipal use for a combined 550 GPM and 603.5 acre feet
 The City uses the “Eureka Well” located off of South Main as an active part of the
Public Water Supply with a permitted maximum flow rate of 500 GPM and 811.1 acre
feet
 The “County Shop” well is permitted at 350 GPM for municipal use for irrigation on Bill
Roberts Golf Course, Centennial Fields, Northgate Park, Northwest Park, and Capital
High School.
 3 water rights with up to 8 separate wells are permitted to irrigate Bill Roberts Golf
Course
 1 water right exists to irrigate Batch Field
 1 groundwater certificate exists to irrigate lawn and landscape at the Ten Mile
Treatment Plant
 A 40-year contract with the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, which allows the City to draw
up to 11,300 acre feet of municipal water per year from Canyon Ferry. The contract
expires in 2045 and is renewable upon written request. The City obtains this water by
pumping from Canyon Ferry to the Helena Valley Regulating Reservoir and then to
the MRTP (City of Helena 2011).
 The City co-owns 6 water rights with Our Redeemer’s Church and Scenic Developers
Inc.
 Two of these water rights are groundwater wells each with a capacity of 450 GPM to
irrigate 140 acres north of Custer Avenue and east of Green Meadow. The wells are
formerly known as the Anderson Wells.

Other

 Two of the water rights are for irrigation of surface water from Crystal Springs and
Crystal Springs Creek of 26 acres.
 The City also co-owns two stock-direct-from-source water rights out of Crystal Springs
and Crystal Springs Creek, which is near the same place of use of the Anderson
Wells.
 The two Anderson wells are thought to have been buried by housing construction
during development of the subdivision there. The historical place of use for the four
irrigation water rights has also been developed. The status of the stock water rights is
unknown.
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5.0 Population & City Growth Plan
The water diverted and consumed by a community bears a direct relationship to the population
of the community (City of Helena 1989). The water reservation application determined the
amount of water needed to support future growth of the City. The population forecasted in the
application was estimated to be 31,624 in the City in 2035. The application also included an
additional 950 people outside of the city limits that the reservation would serve.
The City developed the Helena Growth Policy in 2011. Chapter 2 of the Growth Policy includes
population projections until the year 2030. As stated in the Growth Policy, “population growth is
a major indicator for public and private service needs.” The Helena area is projected to grow
faster in the next twenty years than it did in the last twenty, with the City Population predicted to
grow 1.3% per year to approximately 39,268 by 2030, and the Helena Valley area could have
more than 90,000 by that time (City of Helena 2011). A chart showing Helena’s population since
1970 along with population projections from the water reservation application, 2011 City Growth
Policy, and the Lewis and Clark County Growth Policy Update 2015 is below.

City of Helena, Montana - Population
45,000
39,268

40,000

39,695

35,000
32,574
30,000
30,581
25,000

20,000
1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

2020

2030

2040

Census Data

Water Reservation Forecast (1989)

Growth Policy Projection (2011)

L&C Growth Update (2015)

The 2011 Growth Policy estimates 6,694 more people than the forecast population in the water
reservation population, and this projection is five years earlier than the forecast population in the
application. The Growth Policy estimated an annual growth rate of 1.3% (City of Helena 2011).
The Lewis and Clark County Growth Policy Update 2015, projects that the Helena Valley
Planning Area could see anywhere between 7,000 to more than 18,000 new residents in the
next 20 years. The report cites a conservative estimate of growth at 10,000 new people and
4,000 new housing units in the next 20 years, or a population of 39,695 in 2035 (City of HelenaLewis and Clark County Consolidated Planning Board 2016).
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The City Growth Policy (2011) and
Growth Policy Update in 2015 helped
designate an “Urban Standards
“However, double-digit percentage population
Boundary.” The City is working with
growth during each of the last four decades has
Lewis and Clark County to pursue
created the need for greater more effective
smart growth solutions and deal with
planning. ….. If the pattern of unmanaged growth
is allowed to continue, the cumulative impacts of
a host of issues spurred by sprawling
thousands of individual decisions will create a
development. The Urban Standards
growing impact on the public purse and natural
Boundary covers adjacent county
resources of the City and County.”
properties suitable for future
connection to city utility systems and
–Community Planning Assistance Team; Helena
for annexation, but lack a plan to
Urban Standards Boundary Workshop, 2015
guide the annexation processes and
development methods to promote a
new pattern of compact development
(Community Planning Assistance Teams 2015). The Urban Standards Boundary is shown in the
attached figure. Based on evaluation of 2010 census blocks, the Urban Standards Boundary
includes nearly 2,500 people outside of the city limits.
The City and Lewis and Clark County have invested much in growth planning and in the
development of a two volume report that updates the 2011 Growth Policy. Volume I details five
key issues including growth and development trends and water availability. Volume II discusses
the Helena Valley Area Plan including current planning and growth management, policy options
to manage growth, infrastructure economic analysis, future land use, and an implementation
schedule. These reports are available on the County’s website at:
https://www.lccountymt.gov/cdp/county-growth/2015-growth-policy-update.html
Some key points from the “Key Issues Report” from the Lewis and Clark County Growth Policy
Update (City of Helena-Lewis and Clark County Consolidated Planning Board 2016) pertaining
to growth and water availability include:
 Population growth has been focused in small areas of the Valley that have changed from
rural to suburban and urban densities. Those areas will continue to grow and urbanize.
 A conservative estimate of growth over the next two decades is that about 10,000
people will move into Helena Valley and build 4,000 new housing units.
 There are parts of the Helena Valley Planning Area where there is simply not enough
water in the aquifers to sustain the level of development that has been occurring.
 The system in place for review of new subdivisions is failing to ensure the residents of
Lewis and Clark County have access to a reliable source of water.
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6.0 City Water Supply & Use
6.1 Sources of Supply
The City currently relies on three sources of water to meet its water service demands. These
sources include Ten Mile Creek and tributaries, Missouri River, and the Eureka Well. Currently
Ten Mile Creek and Missouri River sources account for the majority of the City’s water supply.
Since the late 1800s, the Ten Mile Creek source has historically provided the City with much of
its municipal water supply. Water was initially conveyed from Ten Mile Creek to the City in open
channel ditches and flumes and later in a wood stave pipe. The Helena Growth Policy notes that
the forest health of the Ten Mile Creek watershed is in decline (2011). Pine beetle infestations
and reduced rain fall have weakened and killed many of the trees, heightening the fire risk and
endangering City water infrastructure. Sediment and algae growth also can affect the
Chessman Reservoir, which is used to supplement the Ten Mile Creek water supply.
Early in its history the City also relied on multiple springs in the South Hills as a municipal water
source. Production of the springs was altered in the 1935 earthquake (City of Helena 2017) and
their use is no longer relied on, although the City continues to own the water rights on the
springs. The Eureka well and Hale water storage tank remain part of the City’s municipal water
supply. The Eureka well requires minimal treatment and is pumped into the Hale water storage
tank at less than 400 gallons per minute, and serves a relatively small portion of south central
(Hale Zone) Helena’s potable water needs (City of Helena 2011). A “History Time Line of Water
treatment In Helena,” is available on the City’s website: https://www.helenamt.gov/pw/watertreatment/helena-water-treatment-history.html.
Missouri River water currently supplements the Ten Mile Creek water supply as Helena’s other
primary municipal water source. The City has a 40 year contract (until 2045) with the Bureau of
Reclamation, which reserves 11,300 acre-feet per year from the Canyon Ferry Reservoir for
City municipal use. The contract is renewable upon written request. Water is pumped from
Canyon Ferry Reservoir to the Helena Valley Regulating Reservoir and then piped to the MRTP
(City of Helena 2011).

6.2 Helena Water Use
City of Helena water production (recorded at the City’s water treatment plants) in 2013 is shown
in the table below. This water use is the basis for current design demands and hydraulic
modeling for City engineers (Jamie Clark, City of Helena Civil Engineer, personal
communication, 31 August 2016). Water use is shown by source, either the Ten Mile Water
Treatment Plant, Missouri River Treatment Plant, or the Eureka Well; and month (source: City of
Helena Engineering Department). Total water use in 2013 was 2,011.5 million gallons, or 6,173
acre-feet. Note this overall use is 87% of the permitted volume of Helena’s water reservation.
Based on an estimated population of 29,560 in 2013, average daily water use was about 186
gallons per capita day.
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City of Helena 2013 Monthly Water Use by Source in Million Gallons (except
where noted)
Ten Mile
Eureka
MRTP
Month
100.4
7.9
0.0
Jan
92.1
6.9
0.0
Feb
100.6
7.6
0.0
Mar
91.1
7.4
0.0
Apr
145.6
10.0
18.6
May
168.6
9.7
34.4
Jun
152.4
13.1
196.5
Jul
124.9
13.2
179.8
Aug
111.7
11.2
102.5
Sep
97.5
8.1
0.0
Oct
88.6
6.7
0.0
Nov
97.5
6.8
0.0
Dec
1,371.1
108.6
531.9
Total
68%
5%
26%
Percent
4,207.71
333.14
1,632.25
Acre-Feet
Source: City of Helena Engineering Dept., 2016

4-Year
Average
98.1
87.6
95.9
99.6
166.2
197.7
309.7
281.8
232.6
119.9
93.2
95.8
1,878.0

Total
108.3
99.0
108.3
98.5
174.3
212.7
362.0
317.9
225.4
105.6
95.3
104.3
2,011.5
100%
6,173.10

Peak
Day
3.9
4.0
4.0
3.7
8.2
11.3
14.2
12.1
10.7
4.1
3.7
4.0

Average
Day
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.3
5.6
7.1
11.7
10.3
7.5
3.4
3.2
3.4

5,763.50

The 2013 water use data can be further evaluated to better understand the amount of water
produced by source as shown below.

2013 Helena Water Use by Source (million gallons)
Missouri
River
18.6
2%

Eureka
61.4
7%

Eureka
47.2
4%

Ten Mile
813.5
91%

October-May

Missouri
River
513.2
46%

Ten Mile
557.6
50%

June-September

As shown in the chart above in 2013 the Ten Mile Creek source was heavily relied on from
October to May and the Missouri River source was used during summer months to meet
additional irrigation demands. Water production from the Eureka Well is generally constant year
around. In comparison, the water reservation application reports that in December 1988 the Ten
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Mile Creek water source accounted for 43% of the overall water use and the MRTP accounted
for 37% of the use, and in July 1988 the Ten Mile Creek source accounted for 31% while the
MRTP accounted for 59% of the total use (City of Helena 1989). The Eureka Well and Hale
system accounted for the differences. While this is only a snapshot, the current water use trend
indicates that the Ten Mile Creek source is more heavily relied on now than in 1988.
Water use of select water users in the City is shown in the chart below. The irrigation of City
parks is one of the biggest uses of City water.

Select Water Use in Helena in 2016
(million gallons)
Family of 5 with Lawn Irrig.

0.13

Ten Mile Brewery and Hawthorn

0.22

Montana Dept. of Transportation

0.32

Blackfoot River Brewing Co.

0.85

Lewis and Clark Brewing

1.24

St. Peters Hospital

1.45

Capital High School

2.04

Helena Manor Apartments

2.66

Helena High School

3.03

Woody's Car Wash

3.06

Best Western

3.22

Radisson Colonial

6.76

Costco

7.12

Guardian Apartments

7.17
8.76

Walmart

10.70

Carroll College

12.14

Fort Harrison Veterans Center

19.95

State of Montana Capitol Complex

25.13

Dept. of Military Affiairs Fort Harrison

50.87

City Parks
-

10

20

30

40

50

60

Source: Crystal Nance, City of Helena, Utility Customer Services Division, personal communication, 23
January 2017

In review of historical water use data (City of Helena 2006) dating back to 1984 the average day
use has decreased by over 1 MGD, from maximum of 6.68 MGD in 1985 to 5.5 MGD in 2013.
This decrease occurred while population of Helena increased by over 5,000 people (2013
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population estimate of 29,560 – 1980 census population of 23,938). Peak day use also
decreased over the same time period. This decrease in overall water use may be attributed to
infrastructure and distribution line repairs and upgrades, and general water conservation
practices. In 2013, the City installed a new liner in the clear well at Ten Mile Creek Water
Treatment Plant which saved roughly 310,000 GPD (Jamie Clark, City of Helena Civil Engineer,
personal communication, 31 August 2016). On per capita basis, average day demand
decreased from a maximum of 271 gallons per capita day (GPCD) in 1985 to 186 GPCD in
2013. A summary of average day and peak day water demand is presented in the table below.

Summary of City of Helena Current and Historical (1984-2003) Average Day and
Peak Day Water Demands
Average Day Demand
Peak Day Demand
Ave
Ave
Max
Max
Ave
Ave
Max
Max
Year(s)
Population
(MGD) GPCD (MGD) GPCD (MGD) GPCD (MGD) GPCD
1984-1993
24,609 1
5.71
232
6.68 4
271 4
13.91
565
17.40 4
707
2
5
5
1994-2003
25,780
5.24
203
5.79
225
12.53
486
15.70 6
609
3
2013
29,560
5.51
186
NA
NA
14.20
480
NA
NA
1 Population based on 1990 U.S. Census Bureau
2 Population based on 2000 U.S. Census Bureau
3 Population based on U.S. Census Bureau estimate
4 Maximum Average Day and Maximum Peak Day occurred in 1985
5 Maximum Average Day occurred in 2000
6 Maximum Peak Day occurred in 2003
MGD Million Gallons per Day
GPCD Gallons per Capita Day
Source of Average Day, Peak Day Demands 1984 to 2003: Water Facilities Plan (City of Helena 2006)

Based on Helena historical water use, 1984 to 2003, the Water Facilities Plan (City of Helena
2006) reported peak day to average annual day ratios (peaking factor) of:



10-year and 20-year average peaking factor: 2.4
10-year and 20-year 90th percentile peaking factor: 2.6

The peaking factor of 2013 City water use was 2.6.

Summary of City of Helena Current and Historical (1984-2003) Annual Water Use
Year(s)
Ave Annual (MG) Ave Annual (AF)
1984-1993
2,083
6,394
1994-2003
1,913
5,871
2013
2,011
6,172
MG
Million Gallons
AF
Acre-Feet
1 Maximum Use occurred in 1985
2 Maximum Use occurred in 2000

Max Annual (MG)
2,438 1
2,113 2
NA

Max Annual (AF)
7,483 1
6,486 2
NA
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6.3 Water Facilities Plan
The City completed a Water Facilities Plan in 2006 which provides complete details of the
existing water supply systems, water quality and regulatory review, water demand forecast,
treatment plant analysis, distribution system analysis, water conservation, and future
recommendations (City of Helena 2006). The 2006 Water Facilities Plan recommended that:








The Hale Zone (Eureka Well) be abandoned
The MRTP be improved to more reliably treat flows year round and provide a larger
portion of the City’s water supply (referred to as role reversal, the Missouri River water
and MRTP become the primary facility to meet City water demands and the Ten Mile
Creek water supply is used to a lesser extent to supplement the MRTP
Two new storage reservoirs and two pump stations be constructed, and that City water
service be extended to the north and east
Estimated capital costs for recommended improvements include $16 million for water
treatment plant upgrades, $36 million in existing distribution system improvements, and
$25 million in water system expansion projects
Groundwater was not deemed a viable long-term source of supply based on
unsuccessful efforts to develop municipal wells in 1998, the impact a large municipal
well may have on surrounding wells, the potential costs involved in treating for arsenic
and radon, and the potential negative impacts of mixing groundwater with surface water
in the distribution system.

6.4 Water Use Planning
How much water should the City expect to supply in the next twenty to thirty to fifty years? What
sources should the City plan to use to meet these growing demands? How does the City’s water
reservation fit into the future picture? These are questions that should be addressed in future
City water supply planning efforts.
The water reservation application (1989) cites the historical representative average annual
water use by the City at 228 GPCD. Based on review of historical water use data, the water
reservation application determined and planned for future water use with the following factors:
 250 GPCD average daily water demand (2013 use was 186 GPCD)
 640 GPCD peak daily water demand (2013 peak use was 482 GPCD)
 Population estimate in 2035 of 31,624 plus 950 people served outside of the City
(32,574 total)
 Total average daily demand 8.1 million gallons per day (MGD)
 Peak daily demand 20.8 MGD
 Water reservation wells were to meet 5.0 MGD from September to May, and 10.6
MGD from June through August (City of Helena 1989)
Current projections estimate a population of 39,695 in 2035 (City of Helena-Lewis and Clark
County Consolidated Planning Board 2016). While population estimates have increased, the
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current per capita water use average daily water demand is less than what was planned for in
the water reservation.
The following table summarizes historical, current, and projected water use for the City. A range
of projected water use is provided based on planning factors and current actual use.

Summary of Historical, Current, and Projected Water Use for the City of Helena
Service
Population

Average
Day
(GPCD)

Peak Day
(GPCD)

Average
Day (MGD)

Peak
Day
(MGD)

Annual
Vol (MG)

Annual
Vol (AF)

1988 1

26,321

228

449

5.99

13.1

2,186

6,710

2013 2

29,560

186

482

5.51

14.2

2,011

6,172

Year

2035 1
32,574
250
640
8.14
20.8
2,971
9,118
2035
39,695
186
482
7.38
19.1
2,695
8,270
(Low) 3
2035
39,695
250
640
9.92
25.4
3,622
11,116
(High) 3
1
Water use based on Water Reservation Application (City of Helena 1989)
2
Water use based on City of Helena Engineering Dept, 2016
3
Population based on Lewis and Clark County Growth Policy Update (City of Helena-Lewis and
Clark County Consolidated Planning Board 2016)
GPCD Gallons per Capita Day
MGD Million Gallons per Day
MG
Million Gallons
AF
Acre Feet

Water reservation planners envisioned that groundwater withdrawals from the deep alluvial
aquifer permitted by the water reservation would supply over half of the City’s overall average
demand and meet about half of the peak day demands. These planners determined that the
Missouri River water was not a long term viable water source. However, the more recent Helena
Water Facilities Plan (City of Helena 2006) deemed that groundwater from the deep alluvial
aquifer of the water reservation is not a viable option for future development and recommended
an eventual “role reversal” in which most of the City’s water would come from the Missouri
River. The following table is an excerpt from the Water Facilities Plan (City of Helena 1989)
showing existing water supply/treatment capacities and proposed future use. Note the Water
Facilities Plan assumed an expanded service area to include large areas of the Helena Valley.
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Excerpt from City of Helena’s Water Facility Plan (2006) of Existing Water
System Capacities and Proposed Future Water Use

Projected Water Use in 2025 based on a service population of 50,021
Projected Water Use in 2045 based on a service population of 64,565

The projected water use and source allocation reported in the Helena Water Facilities Plan (City
of Helena 1989) could be re-evaluated should deep alluvial groundwater sources be located and
developed. Based on current average day water use (186 GPCD) the maximum volume of the
water reservation, 7,071 acre feet (6.31 MGD), could serve an additional 33,938 people.
Development of water reservation wells to an average production of 5.0 MGD could serve an
additional 26,882 people. Development of water reservation wells to a meet peak day
production of 10.6 MGD could support an additional 21,991 people (based on a peak day water
demand of 482 GPCD).
As the Helena community continues to grow and be met with increased water demand, a shift
from current practices and sources is also likely. In the future, the City’s Ten Mile Creek water
source may be limited in its ability to supply City needs due to either physical or legal availability
constraints, and a shift from this supply source may be needed. Questions remain if deep
alluvial groundwater can fill this gap, or if increasing reliance on the MRTP will be necessary.
The City must move forward with a proactive plan to secure its ability to provide a safe and
reliable water supply into the future for the people of Helena.

7.0 Groundwater Availability & Storage
7.1 Groundwater Availability
While the legal availability of over 7,000 acre feet of a deep alluvial groundwater source in the
Helena Valley is reserved for the City, there is a level of uncertainty about the physical
availability of such a source due to limited investigations of the deep aquifer system.
Groundwater studies in the 1980s leading up to the City’s water reservation indicated a large
untapped deep groundwater source to meet the requested amount. Limited groundwater drilling
and investigations in the 1990s was unable to fully uncover the extent of that source. In addition,
relatively few wells are drilled to that depth in the valley, primarily because shallower aquifers
are available for domestic use. Recently the Lewis and Clark County Growth Policy Update
2015 (Volume 1) provided a good summary of groundwater availability in the Helena area and
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the key issues related to area growth, but does not specifically address this deep alluvial aquifer
(City of Helena-Lewis and Clark County Consolidated Planning Board 2016).
A study completed by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in 1992 described the valley-fill
aquifer system underlying the Helena Valley in detail (Briar and Madison 1992).The Helena
Valley is bounded by fractured and folded sedimentary bedrock. An estimated 6,000 feet of
valley fill overlies the bedrock in the northeast part of the valley and consists of fine- to coarsegrained sediments, primarily clay, silt, sand, and gravels. These sediments are the primary
aquifer system in the valley.
Recharge to the Helena valley aquifer is from streamflow infiltration, irrigation canal leakage,
excess irrigation water, and a significant portion of recharge is inflow from surrounding bedrock.
Approximately 50 percent of total recharge to the valley-fill aquifer is from bedrock (Briar and
Madison 1992).
In 2015, an update to the Lewis and Clark County Growth Policy was completed (City of
Helena-Lewis and Clark County Consolidated Planning Board 2016). The availability of water is
one limiting factor to high-density growth in the valley. The shallow alluvial sediments supply
most water for use in the valley. Deeper sediments and bedrock provide a lesser amount of
water because wells are generally completed in the upper aquifer. The deep wells are still found
to be productive in selected areas of the valley as evident north of East Helena, near the Law
Enforcement academy, and the deep wells at the MWTP. Further groundwater investigations in
the deeper aquifer at selected locations within the reservation boundary would provide further
support for reservation development.

7.2 Aquifer Recharge and Aquifer Storage and Recovery
Systems
Related to groundwater availability is artificial recharge or aquifer recharge (AR) and aquifer
storage and recovery (ASR), which are practices that deliver water underground for storage and
future use. These processes replenish groundwater stored in aquifers for beneficial purposes.
Although the terms are often used interchangeably, they are separate processes with distinct
objectives. AR is used solely to replenish water in aquifers while ASR is used to store water
which is later recovered for reuse and is an effective way to supplement existing water supplies
(U.S. EPA 2017).
Objectives of ASR projects are to store water in the ground when it is readily available and
recover the stored water during dry or high demand periods (U.S. EPA 2017). ASR projects are
increasing in number nationwide, especially in areas with potential water shortages. Several
methods of introducing water into an aquifer include:




Surface spreading
Infiltration pits and basins
Injection wells
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The sole objective of AR wells is to replenish the water in an aquifer (EPA 2017). Injecting water
through AR wells can:



Prevent salt water intrusion into freshwater aquifers
Control land subsidence

ASR has been completed for municipal, industry, and agriculture beneficial uses. The opportunity
exists for the City of Helena to evaluate ASR prospects as a long range water availability
planning strategy. This may be beneficial in selected areas in the valley for consideration of
future development and as a way to supplement all water sources for the City.

8.0 Water Supply Planning Examples
Many cities in the western United States face similar challenges in water supply planning.
Colorado Springs, Colorado, and Bozeman, Montana are two examples:

8.1 Colorado Springs
Colorado Springs, Colorado recently completed Phase I of The Southern Delivery System.
Phase 1 included 50 miles of new water pipeline and water treatment at a cost of $825M to
deliver 50 MGD to 445,000 people in their city and surrounding communities (Finley 2016). The
project is being undertaken to provide a safe, economical, and reliable water supply to Colorado
Springs and nearby communities. Population is expected to grow 1.9 percent over the next 30
years (SDS 2015). The project has been in the making for the past 27 years and is expected to
meet needs for the next 50 years (Finley 2016). The project made use of existing water rights
which saved Colorado Springs $500 million or more that would be required to purchase new
water rights for the project (SDS 2016).

8.2 Bozeman
The City of Bozeman developed an Integrated Water Resources Plan (2013) to guide its water
supply and water use policy and practices for the next 50 years. The plan evaluated a broad
range of alternatives including recommending a “vigorous” water conservation program. The
Integrated Water Resources Plan identified a water balance gap of 17,750 acre-feet per year,
which is the difference between the 50-year high growth projected water demand and reliable
supply yields. The plan recommended multiple “capital intensive water supply alternatives,”
including expansion of existing surface water supplies, installation of new groundwater wells,
and construction of surface water storage facilities. Planning for portions of these improvements
are already underway as the Bozeman initiated a Water Facility Plan Update in 2014 for
engineering analysis of construction details and costs. The engineering investigation phase of
their implementation plan is anticipated to take three years to complete. Along with this
planning, the City of Bozeman is evaluating the legal and water rights options for expanding
water supplies including use of their water reservation. Of note is that the City of Bozeman’s
water reservation is considerably less than Helena’s and offers additional challenges in the
construction of new reservoirs or surface storage. Recommendations from Bozeman’s
Integrated Water Resources Plan include (Water Policy Interim Committee 2016):
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Purchasing more shares of Hyalite Reservoir water
Optimizing Lyman Creek as a water source
Using nonpotable irrigation water
Impounding Sourdough Creek
Developing new groundwater sources
Raising Hyalite Dam
Exploring mitigation banking

The City of Bozeman currently has the construction of a 5.3 MG storage tank at their Sourdough
Water Treatment Plant site out to bid.

9.0 Recommendations, Opportunities, & Conclusions
9.1 Recommendations
Since the City’s water reservation will sunset (i.e. expire) in less than 10 years, it is crucial that
the City consider and develop a plan of action to determine how best to maximize use (i.e.
perfect) of their water reservation. Based on HydroSolutions review and evaluation of the City’s
water reservation, water rights, and water supply information, the following recommendations
are made:
1. Develop a comprehensive water resources plan to guide future development and
infrastructure investment over the next 30 to 50 years. Plan should include evaluation of
feasibility and costs for developing a well field envisioned in the water reservation. The
plan could include adding new water distribution systems and water storage to serve
additional areas in the Helena Valley within the Urban Standards Boundary. The plan
should also consider conservation measures, aquifer recharge, and aquifer storage and
recovery.
2. Complete additional investigation of deep aquifer to evaluate viability of long-term water
supply. Consider additional aquifer testing and drilling additional test wells both within
the water reservation boundary designated point of diversion and in other favorable
hydrogeologic areas that could be added to the water reservation.
3. Continue to look for ways to use the water reservation, such as using non-potable well
water to irrigate City parks. Note the City is currently pursuing a water right change
application to their water reservation to add irrigation wells. Additionally, the City has
asked HydroSolutions to research and evaluate City parks with favorable hydrogeologic
conditions for new irrigation wells.
4. Change place of use of water reservation to include the Urban Standards Boundary and
any other area currently served by the City that is outside of the water reservation
boundary. This includes areas such as the Mountain View Meadows subdivision.
5. Following the Montana Supreme Court’s decision on the City’s Ten Mile water rights, the
City should evaluate their overall water right portfolio to better understand the legal
availability of their water sources and ability to meet future water demands.
6. Evaluate water rights that are not actively used and prepare plan to protect them from
abandonment through meeting criteria in MCA 85-2-227(4), Criteria for Presumption of
Municipal Nonabandonment.
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7. Consider land acquisitions for land use easements that would allow the City to drill water
supply wells within the designated water reservation point of diversion boundary.
Currently the City owns a 14.46 acre parcel at the MRTP. Additional space would be
required to locate and drill the number of wells needed to fulfill water reservation
requirements. Wells can be located outside of the current designated point of diversion
of the water reservation, but would require a water right change application for a change
in point of diversion prior to use.
8. Measure and monitor all water use, especially groundwater and other unmonitored uses;
many automated and remote sensing options are available.
9. Build on growth planning efforts and continue joint land use planning with Lewis and
Clark County.

9.2 Opportunities
There are other potential opportunities in regard to developing and using the City’s large water
reservation. Some of the opportunities could include:
1. Water marketing. Similar to Bureau of Reclamation, the City could market its water for
uses such as irrigation, industrial, or other in the Helena Valley. A water right change
would need to be granted by DNRC if water were to be used outside of the designated
place of use or diverted from wells outside of the designated point of diversion of the
water reservation.
2. Marketing for Mitigation. Being located in a closed basin makes it difficult for people to
obtain new legal sources of water (i.e. water rights). Existing and new developments in
the area could potentially use the water reservation as a form of mitigation water if the
water reservation were to be changed in purpose to marketing for mitigation. Marketing
for mitigation allows the water right owner to maintain current uses while marketing their
water right as a mitigation for other uses.
3. Consider what commercial or industrial water users could be attracted to Helena area.
Great Falls has a malting plant, which use a portion of their water reservation; and Butte
also has plans to build a malting plant. Other businesses requiring good quality water in
their production processes would benefit from a strong water resource such as what the
City of Helena maintains.
4. Explore aquifer recharge and aquifer storage and recovery systems as described in the
section below.

9.3 Conclusions
Based on HydroSolutions above review and evaluation of the City’s water reservation, water
rights, and water supply information, the following conclusions are made:
1. The City of Helena is fortunate to have been granted a large water reservation, which
provides the legal right to for future growth. The water reservation is a tremendous
resource in a closed basin in which new water right appropriations are difficult and costly
to obtain.
2. Helena’s water reservation with its deep alluvial groundwater source has the potential to
provide an additional level of safety, security, and reliability if developed as a primary or
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

backup water supply source water. Helena’s Ten Mile Creek and Missouri River water
sources are inherently more vulnerable to surface contamination and water quality
degradation.
The Helena community continues to grow, conservatively 10,000 people are expected to
move into Helena Valley area and build 4,000 new housing units in the next twenty
years. Land and water use planning should continue with Lewis and Clark County to
ensure reliable and safe water supplies for future growth.
Water is the backbone that supports future economic vitality, and is critical to retaining
and attracting businesses and industry to the Helena area. Developing Helena’s water
reservation, which is the largest by volume in the Upper Missouri River basin, has
potential to attract new businesses and industry to Helena.
Projected population growth in Helena must be met with a corresponding increase in
water supply and production. In the future, the City’s Ten Mile Creek water source may
be limited in its ability to supply City demands due to either physical or legal availability
constraints, and a shift from this supply source may be needed. Questions remain if
deep alluvial groundwater can fill this gap, or if increasing reliance on the MRTP will be
necessary. The City must move forward with proactive plans to develop safe and reliable
water supplies into the future for the people of Helena. Development of a groundwater
exploration program to locate and test deep alluvial wells will provide critical and cost
effective information to make informed decisions on using the City’s water reservation.
Unperfected water use of Helena’s water reservation will sunset or expire in less than 10
years, on December 31, 2025. Water development projects can require large amounts of
capital and can take years to plan and permit.
Now is the time for the City of Helena to consider how they might maximize the use of
their water reservation.
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STATE OF MONTANA
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION
1424 9TH AVENUE P.O.BOX 201601 HELENA, MONTANA 59620-1601

GENERAL ABSTRACT
Water Right Number:

41I 72581-00 WATER RESERVATION
Version: 2 -- CHANGE AUTHORIZATION
Version Status: ACTIVE

Owners:

HELENA, CITY OF
CITY ATTORNEYS OFFICE
316 N PARK AVE
HELENA, MT 59623-0001

Priority Date:

JULY 1, 1985 at 12:00 A.M.

Enforceable Priority Date:
Purpose (use):

JULY 1, 1985 at 12:00 A.M.

Maximum Flow Rate:

MUNICIPAL
IRRIGATION
7,361.00 GPM

Maximum Volume:

7,071.00 AC-FT

Source Name:

GROUNDWATER

Source Type:

GROUNDWATER

Point of Diversion and Means of Diversion:
Govt Lot
Qtr Sec
ID
1

Sec
13

Twp
10N

Rge County
3W LEWIS AND CLARK

10N

3W LEWIS AND CLARK

10N

3W LEWIS AND CLARK

10N

3W LEWIS AND CLARK

10N

3W LEWIS AND CLARK

Period of Diversion: JANUARY 1 TO DECEMBER 31
Diversion Means: WELL
2

14

Period of Diversion: JANUARY 1 TO DECEMBER 31
Diversion Means: WELL
3

15

Period of Diversion: JANUARY 1 TO DECEMBER 31
Diversion Means: WELL
4

22

Period of Diversion: JANUARY 1 TO DECEMBER 31
Diversion Means: WELL
5

NENWNE

30

Period of Diversion: APRIL 15 TO OCTOBER 15
Diversion Means: WELL
Subdivision:
CENTRAL ADDN NO 3
Well Depth:
225.00 FEET
Static Water Level: 65.00 FEET
Casing Diameter: 8.63 INCHES
KINDRICK LEGION FIELD
Well Location:
Purpose (Use):

ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Flow Rate: 85.00 GPM

MUNICIPAL

Period of Use:

JANUARY 1 to DECEMBER 31

Place of Use:
Acres

Govt Lot

Qtr Sec

Sec
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
27

Twp
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N

Rge
3W
3W
3W
3W
3W
3W
3W
3W
3W
3W
3W
3W
3W

County
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
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ID
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Place of Use:
Acres

Purpose (Use):
Volume:
Period of Use:
Place of Use:
ID
Acres
7.89
1
Total:
7.89

Govt Lot

Qtr Sec

Sec
28
29
30
32
33
34
13
14
15
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
36
6
34
35
36
1
2
3

Twp
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
19N
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
10N
9N
10N
10N
10N
9N
9N
9N

Rge
3W
3W
3W
3W
3W
3W
4W
4W
4W
4W
4W
4W
4W
4W
4W
4W
4W
4W
4W
4W
4W
4W
5W
5W
5W
5W
5W
5W

County
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK
LEWIS AND CLARK

Twp
10N

Rge
3W

County
LEWIS AND CLARK

IRRIGATION
19.73 AC-FT
APRIL 15 to OCTOBER 15

Govt Lot

Qtr Sec
NWNE

Sec
30

Remarks:
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
RESERVATION INFORMATION:
VOLUME (AF)
GRANTED:
7,071
IN USE:
19.73
REMAINING:
7,051.27
FLOW (CFS)
GRANTED:
16.4
IN USE:
0.19
REMAINING:
16.21
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
THE BOXES PERTAINING TO THIS WATER RESERVATION ARE LOCATED AT MERGANTHALERS IN THE
NEW APPROPRIATIONS, MISCELLANEOUS SERIES.

DNRC SUMMARY REPORT
SB330 WATER RESERVATION TEN YEAR REVIEW
Reservation # 7258100
Reservation Description:
Final Order:
Priority Date:
Volume:
Source:
Perfection Date:

City of Helena

Upper Missouri River Basin, Issued July 1, 1992
July 1, 1985
7,071 acre-feet per year
Groundwater
December 31, 2025

Project Description:
Senate Bill 330, passed by the 64th Montana Legislature, required the DNRC to initiate a review of
existing state water reservations that had not received a 10 year review as required by §85-2-316,
Montana Code Annotated (MCA). The Administrative Rules of Montana (ARM) 36.16.120 outline the
criteria that each 10 year report shall address. A questionnaire was sent to each reservant on October
14th, 2015 asking for information regarding the ARM criteria for the mandated ten year review. A letter
accompanying the questionnaire identified December 31, 2015 as the deadline for receiving a response.
The following response was received from the City of Helena on December 31, 2015.
Reservant Response:
Required Reporting [36.16.120]
1. Summary: Please provide a summary of the amount granted, allocated to date, any change in the
amount required to satisfy the purpose and need of the reservation, and any change in the
methodology originally used to determine the amount.
Response: Helena was granted a water reservation of 7,071 acre-feet per year (AF) at a maximum flow
rate of 7,361 gallons per minute (gpm). The source is groundwater for year- round municipal use. The
final order sets a perfection date of December 31, 2025.
In 1998, Helena completed two deep exploration wells to evaluate the aquifer yield within the defined
Water Reservation area. One test hole was drilled to 740 feet below ground surface (bgs). Based on the
encouraging hydrogeology and pumping test yields, a second well was installed to a depth of 630 feet
bgs, approximately 100 feet to the east of the first well. The pumping test yields for this second well
were less than expected. Because of these results, Helena’s Public Works Director decided to delay
further drilling and development of the Water Reservation deep aquifer source until a later date.
In 2010, Helena submitted a request to DNRC to allocate 85 gpm and 19.73 acre-feet of this Water
Reservation for use to irrigate 7.89 acres at Kindrick Legion Field and Memorial Park from a well at that
location. A change application was completed and approved on September 9, 2010 to add a point of
diversion.
The following information summarizes the current status of the Water Reservation allocation to date:
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The water reservation will be used for municipal and industrial beneficial uses. Helena expects to fully
use the water reservation by 2025. Current uncertainty exists regarding the outcome of legal challenges
to Helena’s Tenmile Creek water rights. Retaining this water reservation is critical for the community.
The entire amount of the water reservation is still anticipated to be needed to satisfy the projected
water demand (flow rate and volume).
No change in the methodology originally used to determine the amount is necessary. The amount
granted is based on population projections and development in the area, which have not changed. A
Growth Policy was completed in 2011 (City of Helena 2011) and supports a projected population growth
through 2035. If anything, the projected population from the application of 31,624 in 2035 is low
compared to the projected population of 39,268 in 2030 based on data provided in Helena’s 2011
Growth Policy.
2. Purpose: Does the purpose remain the same as identified in the application and order? Please
explain whether the purpose has or has not changed since the reservation was granted.
Response: Yes. Helena requested a water reservation to meet future demands by municipal and
industrial users. The purpose remains the same as identified in the application and order.
3. Need: Does the need still exist as identified in the application and order? Please explain why the
need does or does not still exist.
Response: Yes the need still exists as identified in the application and order. Helena requested a water
reservation to meet future demands by municipal and industrial users. The need remains the same.
Based on population growth projections, Helena and the adjacent area are likely to expand. In addition,
the uncertainty associated with the legal challenges to Helena’s Tenmile Creek water rights and the
future expansion of Helena’s city limits will increase the demand on the municipal water supply. The
population of Helena listed in the 2010 census was 28,212. The population in 2014 was 29,943. As
projected in the 2011 Growth Policy, the population of Helena will increase to 39,268. This projection
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does not account for the increase in legislators and associated legislative support that occurs every two
years in Helena and increases the demand on water supplies. The increase in demand due to visitors
during the summer tourist season is also not included in water use projections.
4. Amount: Is the amount still appropriate and in accordance with the application and order? Please
explain how you determine the amount needed and how this relates to the original application and
order.
Response: The water reservation amount is still appropriate, although more water than provided in the
Water Reservation may be needed to accommodate revised population projections. More future growth
is projected in the 2011 Growth Policy when compared with the projections used in the water
reservation application submitted in 1989.
5. Public Interest: Does the reservation remain in the public interest as identified in the application
and order? Please explain how the reservation remains in the public interest and what evidence you
relied upon to make this determination.
Response: The water reservation continues to remain in Helena’s public interest as identified in the
application and order. Based on the growth and development both within Helena and the adjacent
Helena Valley, and with the uncertainty described above, Helena Public Works is discussing how best to
perfect the water reservation. Use of the reservation is in the public interest of Helena and adjacent
Helena Valley residents. Helena needs the reservation to meet projected future demands identified in
the 2011 Growth Policy and used to make this assessment.
6. Compliance: Please provide information evidencing compliance with the board’s order granting the
reservation. The information shall include a list of all compliance documents such as general plans,
detailed plans, annual and biennial reports and their submittal dates.
Response: As explained above, the Helena has allocated a small volume and flow rate of the water
reservation for use at Kindrick Legion Field and Memorial Park. The project completion notice for this
portion of the Water Reservation was submitted on December 8, 2011. Helena is continuing to internally
discuss and plan for additional development of the reservation. No general plans, detailed plans, annual
or biennial reports have been prepared specific to the water reservation above the current use at
Kindrick Legion Field and Memorial Park.
The applicable documents located in the DNRC data base referencing the allocated amount include the
following:
1) File: Change Authorization 41I 30049152 a. Permit Authorization
2) Update to File: Change Authorization 41I 30049152 a. Verification and Certification

7. Perfection: If your use of reserved water has not reached the development level projected, what
factors have deterred the progress toward perfecting the water reservation and what actions will
you take to ensure perfection of the reservation?
Response: As described above, Helena Public Works is discussing continuing development of the water
reservation to meet the objectives of the order. The uncertainty in regards to the ongoing legal action
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brought against Helena’s Tenmile Creek water rights, along with expansion of Helena city limits and
growth in the Helena Valley, are requiring Helena to consider additional groundwater exploration and
further development of the Water Reservation. Helena intends to develop the Water Reservation in the
future to its full volume and flow rate.
Department Review:
1. The reservant appears to be in substantial compliance with the purpose, public interest, and
compliance.
2. Need for the reservation appears questionable. Water available through existing water rights
appears to be more than adequate to serve the existing and projected population1. However,
uncertainty associated with the legal challenges to Helena’s Tenmile Creek water rights and the
future expansion of the Helena city limits are cited in the City’s response. Finally, Helena is
within the Upper Missouri River Basin Closure making it difficult for the City to obtain additional
municipal water rights.
3. The amount granted appears to be greater than the demand that has materialized since the
reservation was granted. Application materials cite a 1987 population of 24,700 and a projected
2035 population of 31,624 for the City of Helena. In their response to the DNRC questionnaire
the reservant claims a 2014 population of 29,943 and projects a population of 39,268 people
sometime in the future. In preparing municipal water reservations 250 gallons per person per
day was commonly used to estimate volume. Using this estimate the 2014 water use for the
City of Helena was 8,385 acre-feet per year, [(250 gallons per day)(29,943 persons)(365 days per
year)] ÷[325,851]= 8,385 acre-feet per year. Existing “municipal” water rights for the City of
Helena total 17,392 acre-feet.
It appears that the City of Helena has sufficient water rights to serve the current and projected
population. However, this margin may not be deemed a valid water right unless used. The City
of Troy case (DNRC, 1983) exemplifies why existing water rights should not be relied upon to
protect future use. In the Water Court Decision, the City of Troy’s water rights were significantly
reduced based on historic use. As stated in the ruling, “Appropriators of water cannot maintain
a valid claim to an amount of water in excess of the beneficial use to which it is applied, and
when the appropriator or his successor ceases to use the water for such beneficial purpose, the
right ceases.” Currently, the City of Helena’s Tenmile Creek water rights are under legal
challenge is district court. Based on these considerations, the City should not rely on the excess
claims for growth. The reservation process should be pursued to provide the legal right for
future water supplies.
4. In the 24 years since the Final Order establishing the reservation was issued 19.73 acre feet of
the reservation has been perfected.
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City of Helena Water Rights:
WR #

Type

41I 89074 00

Statement of Claim

Active

41I 30052579

Statement of Claim

Active 12/31/1867

Stock

41I 30052581

Statement of Claim

Active 12/31/1867

Irrigation

41I 89075 00
41I 89212 00

Statement of Claim
Statement of Claim

Active
Active

2/10/1865
4/1/1882

Municipal
Irrigation

41I 89050 00
41I 89213 00

Statement of Claim
Statement of Claim

Active
Active

4/25/1881
5/1/1866

Municipal
Irrigation

41I 89077 00

Statement of Claim

Active

6/1/1867

Municipal

41I 89078 00

Statement of Claim

Active

8/2/1866

Municipal

41I 89056 00

Statement of Claim

Active

9/4/1885

Municipal

41I 89064 00

Statement of Claim

Active

9/4/1885

Municipal

41I 89066 00

Statement of Claim

Active

9/4/1885

Municipal

41I 89048 00
41I 89059 00
41I 89065 00

Statement of Claim
Statement of Claim
Statement of Claim

Active
Active
Active

6/12/1912
8/20/1919
11/1/1919

Municipal
Municipal
Municipal

41I 89062 00
41I 127511 00
41I 89076 00
41I 89054 00
41I 89052 00
41I 214622 00
41I 89047 00
41I 127512 00

Statement of Claim
Statement of Claim
Statement of Claim
Statement of Claim
Statement of Claim
Statement of Claim
Statement of Claim
Statement of Claim

Active 12/31/1920
Active 4/15/1928
Active 1/1/1933
Active 7/9/1946
Active 1/1/1952
Active 12/31/1952
Active 6/1/1954
Active 4/15/1955

41I 30052580

Statement of Claim

Active

9/15/1966

41I 30052582
41I 19333 00

Statement of Claim
Provisional Permit

Active
Active

9/15/1966
6/30/1978

41I 42364 00
41I 50180 00
41I 72581 00
41I 67463 00
41I 105648 00
41I 30004542

Status Priority Date
11/5/1864

Purpose
Municipal

Municipal
Irrigation
Municipal
Municipal
Irrigation
Municipal
Municipal
Irrigation
Stock

Irrigation
Irrigation
Irrigation
Provisional Permit
Active 3/9/1982
Recreation
Provisional Permit
Active 1/25/1983
Municipal
Municipal
Water Reservation
Active 7/1/1985
Irrigation
Ground Water Certificate Active 11/20/1987
Irrigation
Ground Water Certificate Active 10/23/1998 Lawn & Garden
Provisional Permit
Active 11/25/2002
Municipal
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Source
Flow
Volume (AF)
Numerous
Sources
5.62 CFS
4,061.57
Spring, Crystal
Springs
Spring, Crystal
Springs
140.25 GPM
Numerous
Sources
8.13 CFS
5,875.55
Tenmile Creek
2.5 CFS
Spring, UT
Arrastra Gulch 13.46 GPM
18.25
Tenmile Creek
2 CFS
Spring, UT
2.5 CFS
1,825
Orofino Gulch
Spring, UT
Orofino Gulch
1.2 CFS
876
UT Beaver
Creek
415 GPM
400.00
UT Beaver
Creek
2.42 CFS
440 AF
UT Beaver
Creek
2.3 CFS
419
Spring, UT
Orofino Gulch
1 CFS
730
Ruby Creek
400
Banner Creek
1,626.50
UT Banner
Creek
1,626.50
Groundwater
450 GPM
Groundwater
500 GPM
811.1
Groundwater
250 GPM
116.8
Groundwater
500 GPM
Ruby Creek
195.27
Groundwater
300 GPM
486.7
Groundwater
450 GPM
Crystal Spring
Creek
Crystal Spring
Creek
210.94 GPM
Groundwater
400 GPM
295
Groundwater
Groundwater

500 GPM
600 GPM

270
967.65

Groundwater
Groundwater
Groundwater
Groundwater

7,361 GPM
95 GPM
10 GPM
350 GPM

7,071
23.09
2.5
278.41

Guidance for Municipal Purposes & Water Rights
{08-12-2014}

I.

Purpose:

The purpose of this document is to provide general guidance on changes in use for municipal use water
rights by providing an explanation of the basic elements of a municipal use water right, the type of
information required in a change application, and sources for information that may facilitate proof of the
criteria.
However, it must be remembered that it is impossible to pre-approve a change application. Each change
application is analyzed on its own merits which cannot be fully analyzed until after an application has been
received by the Department. Depending upon the merits and analysis of an application, even if an
applicant adheres to these guidelines the application may be denied.

II.

Background:

A. What is a municipal use?
“Municipal use” is defined in ARM 36.12.101 as water appropriated by and provided for those in and
around a municipality or an unincorporated town.
A municipal use water right is unique in that it includes sub-beneficial uses which fall under the larger
umbrella of municipal use purpose. For example a municipal use water right might beneficially use water
domestically in houses, for lawns, for firefighting practice, for city parks, for marketing, for golf courses,
for industrial uses, and for irrigation all under the umbrella and be defined as a municipal use. That said
each of the aforementioned beneficial uses has a flow rate, diverted volume and consumptive volume that
is associated with the perfection of said sub-beneficial use. In a change preceding it must be determined
that each and every one of these elements will not be enlarged with the addition of the changed place of
use.
Montana water law does not limit municipal use water rights to municipalities and does not treat
municipalities different than other water users. This reflects the longstanding principle that Montana
water rights are based on the nature of the beneficial use, not the user. Lohmeier v DNRC, 2008 MT 307,
349 Mont. 23, 192 P.3d 1137. Accordingly, a wide variety of entities hold "municipal use" water rights in
Montana including: towns/cities, unincorporated communities, private/public utilities, homeowner
associations, individuals, agencies, water and sewer districts, railroad companies, religious organizations,
and school districts to name a few.

B. What is a municipality?
“Municipality” is defined in MCA 85-2-102 as an incorporated city or town organized and incorporated
under Title 7, Chapter 2, Mont. Code Ann.

C. What is a Municipal Use Water Right?
There are three different types of municipal use water rights.
Existing Right (pre-1973) - An existing municipal use water right has a pre-July 1, 1973, priority date
and the owner was required to file statement of claim in the Montana Water Court adjudication. The

extent of these rights is limited to the amount of water protected under the law as it existed prior to July 1,
1973, which as a general rule is the maximum diverted flow rate, diverted volume, and consumed volume
perfected through beneficial use prior to July 1, 1973.
Permit - A permitted municipal use water right has a post-July 1, 1973, priority date and was obtained by
filing an application with the Department and proving the §85-2-311, MCA, permit criteria. The extent of
these water rights is the lesser of: the amount of water reflected in the terms of the permit, or the amount
of water put to beneficial use at the time a notice of completion deadline expired.
Water Reservation - A municipal use water reservation has a post-July 1, 1973, priority date and was
granted by the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation for future uses pursuant to §85-2-316, MCA.
These water reservations are unique under Montana law in that they provide an extended period of time
for perfection in contemplation of serving future needs.

III.

Requirements for changing a municipal use water right
A. Overview:
It is important to remember that Montana law provides no preferential treatment for any purpose of use.
All water rights, including municipal use water rights, must navigate the same rule and law based criteria
and requirements.
Like any other water right, establishing and quantifying the historic use for a municipal use water right is
necessary in order to establish a baseline value that represents the extent of beneficial use in order to
assure that no enlargement of a water right is occurring and that the proposed change in use will not cause
adverse effect.
Municipal water rights (as with any other purpose of water right) sometimes have a difficult time
substantiating and quantifying the extent and manner in which the water right has been perfected
historically. Don’t forget that a municipal water right is an umbrella water right and thus each and every
one of the beneficial uses must be established and quantified on its own merits. Because often times
municipal use water right holders do not have good records of their historic water usage or distribution (as
with any other purpose of water right) engaging in a substantiated historic quantification of the municipal
beneficial use may become a difficult task, especially given that municipally purposed water rights have to
adhere to the same MCA & ARM requirements as any other water right and that each and every subbeneficial use must be explained on its own.

B. Historic use:
All water right change in appropriation applications must adhere to ARM 36.12.1902 Historic use. This
ARM specifically sets forth the type of information that must be acquired in order to substantiate historic
use of the water right proposed for change.
This ARM outlines the specific manner in which the Department will default in calculating historic
consumptive use for irrigation, historic diverted volume for irrigation, and irrecoverable losses for
irrigation (assuming the municipal purpose has a sub-beneficial us of irrigation) along with the other
elements that must be proven for each water right involved in the change. Underlined sections require
close attention by an applicant in a municipal use water right change application due to the fact that each
sub-beneficial must be accounted for:
(7) The department will corroborate the historic use, including the following of each water right being changed:
(a) water right number and the priority date;
(b) most recent year the water right was used;

(c) historic point of diversion;
(d) historic period of diversion;
(e) historic means of diversion;
(f) typical historic diversion schedule and operation pattern;
(g) means of conveyance;
(h) historic ditch capacity;
(i) maximum historic flow rate diverted from each point of diversion and how the amount was determined;
(j) historic place of use for each purpose;
(k) maximum number of acres historically irrigated;
(l) typical historic period of use for each purpose;
(m) annual or monthly historic diverted volume and how this amount was determined;
(n) the annual or monthly historic consumptive volume for each purpose;
(i) for irrigation, an applicant may choose to use the methodology described in (16); and
(ii) for irrigation, an applicant who chooses not to use the methodology described in (16), shall provide the factual
basis for the historic consumptive volume calculation and why the historic consumptive use is less than or greater
than the methodology described in (16);
(o) the historic efficiency including the diversion, conveyance, and overall system;

C. Adverse Effect:
When changing the place of use for a municipal use water right, like all water users, the applicant must
prove that the proposed change in use will not cause adverse effect pursuant to 85-2-402, MCA. ARM
36.12.1903 sets forth the specific requirements for proof of no adverse effect which include a comparative
analysis of historical use and use under the proposed change along with an analysis of the potential effect
on any water rights dependent upon historic return flows. When changing or adding to the place of use for
a municipal use water right, an applicant will need to be able to prove that the change in use will not
expand the historic diverted volume, diverted flow rate, or consumed volume. Any increase in these
elements of the underlying water right may adversely affect other water users and constitute a new use
that requires a beneficial water use permit. While this may seem a daunting task, it must be remembered
that these requirements also protect the owner of the municipal use water right from being adversely affect
by another water user’s change in use.
Quantifying for example how the proposed change in place of use will not create an enlargement of the
existing right can be a difficult task when municipally purposed water rights are being changed
particularly with regard to being able to show that the consumptive use of the right through the change
will not be enlarged by adding or changing an additional place of use. In other words the full extent of the
water right (flow rates, diverted volume, and consumptive volume) must be effectively quantified both
historically and through the proposed change of use.
Generally speaking shutting off the water does not work as an option when a water right is for a municipal
use as no doubt people will continue to use water for basic safety and sanitary needs. In such cases the
municipality may impose lawn watering restrictions such as odd/even watering days or rely on alternate
sources, (if available). In the extreme case a municipality may be required to truck water to storage in
order to prevent adverse effect to senior water users. In the end whatever plan is proposed must be able to
be executed in such a manner that other water rights will not be adversely effected once the plan is in
effect.
As municipalities expand they often displace historic water rights. Often all or a portion of the water
rights associated with this historic use have been largely forgotten and though still on record are no longer
in use. That said the Department must still consider these rights as both physical and legal demands on
sources of supply. Furthermore just like any other water right these water rights cannot be adversely
affected.

D. Issues Unique to Municipalities
1. Possessory Interest in the Place of Use
For municipal permits and changes the applicant, (municipality), will supply water to the end user and
does not maintain direct ownership of the Place of Use. Generally speaking the Place of Use is analogous
to the city limits. As such, the requirement that the applicant maintain possessory interest is not required
for municipal purposes, [ARM 36.12.1802 (1)(b)]. That said the Place of Use must be within the properly
planned extent/boundaries of the municipality or within the current limits.
When reviewing water right applications the Department is able to look at a properly adopted growth
policy under MCA 76-1-601 for purposes of possessory interest in the Place of Use. Municipalities should
consider the extent of their defined growth boundaries in context of potential water right applications
when compiling their growth policy. The Department will consider the Place of Use to be the maximum
extent of the existing municipal boundary or the maximum extent of the boundary as defined in the
properly adopted growth policy.
2. Water Reservations
Water reservations are essentially reserved amounts of water that have been granted to municipalities for
future beneficial uses. Historically the only municipal Water Reservations granted in Montana were done
by the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation (Board) through the following three final Orders:
o
o
o

Yellowstone Reservations, December 15, 1978
Upper Missouri Reservation, July 1, 1992
Lower Missouri & Little Missouri Reservation, December 30, 1994

The Yellowstone Reservation granted 8 water reservations, the Upper Missouri Reservation (above Fort
Peck Dam) granted 14 water reservations, and the Lower Missouri & Little Missouri Reservation granted 9
water reservations in the Lower Missouri River Basin, and 2 water reservations in the Little Missouri River
Basin. All 14 water reservations in the Upper Missouri River Basin are set to expire if not perfected by
December 31, 2025. The remaining reservations have no perfection deadline.
The following table lists all existing municipal water reservations with the corresponding water right
number.
If you hold one of the following existing municipal water reservations it is advised that you meet with the
DNRC to further understand the limits and processes involved with these municipal water reservations.
Existing Municipal Water Reservations
Big Timber
Billings
Broadus
Columbus
Glendive
Laurel
Livingston
Miles City
Belgrade
Bozeman
Chester
Circle

43BJ 8476
43Q 9646
42J 9953
43QJ 9937
42M 9938
43QJ 9939
43B 9940
42K 9954
41H 70119
41H 70118
41P 72583
40P 84492

Fort Peck
Great Falls
Havre
Helena
Lewistown
Malta
Plentywood
Poplar
Scobey
Shelby
Three Forks
West Yellowstone

40S 77749
41K 71890
40J 84486
41I 72581
41S 72584
40J 84483
40R 84491
40Q 84488
40Q 77647
41P 71891
41H 70117
41F 70115

Culbertson
Cut Bank
East Helena
Fairfield
Fort Benton

40S 77646
41L 72578
41I 71895
41K 72154
41Q 71889

Winifred
Wolf Point
Ekalaka
Wibaux

41S 71998
40S 84482
39FJ 84485
39G 84484

It appears that the majority of the reserved water may not have been put to a beneficial use in part or in
whole to date. Under Administrative Rules of Montana (ARM) 36.16.120, a ten year review is
mandated to determine if the objectives of the reservation are being met. In 2000, a review of the
Yellowstone Reservation was completed by the DNRC. This was the only review that investigated the
extent of historic use of the existing reservations.
Typically proof of historic use is not required to change the place of use for a municipal water
reservation if the change in the water reservation will not increase the diverted flow rate or volume if
the date for perfection of the water reservation has not expired. However, in addition to proving lack of
adverse effect, the applicant must prove the criteria found in §85-2-316, MCA.
3. Water Rights Associated with Urban Expansion:
As municipalities grow they often annex, purchase or otherwise acquire additional property into the city
limits. Often times, all or a portion of the land annexed by a municipality was previously used for
agriculture, livestock, or industrially purposes which include water rights for the original use that are
appurtenant to the land. Municipalities in need of more water should review deeds and information
regarding land condemned, purchased or otherwise annexed into the city limits to determine if that land
has historical water rights that may be changed to municipal use.

IV.

General Tips and Guidance – Roadmap for Municipal Water Rights:

HB24 Marketing for Mitigation:
House Bill 24, introduced in the 2011 legislative session, revised Montana water law to allow an
appropriator to change all or a portion of a historic water right to a new purpose of “Marketing for
Mitigation”. Through this process historic irrigation can be changed to the new purpose of marketing for
mitigation and municipalities could potentially purchase water to mitigate proposed expansion.

A. All Municipal Use Water Rights:








Meet early and often with the Department. The Department is here to help and assist you in any way
possible. The Department’s regional office can be found at
http://dnrc.mt.gov/FieldOperations/regionaloffices/Default.asp. Regional office staff are more than
willing to participate in scoping and pre-application meetings to help explain water rights processes and
answer questions.
Make sure that when you submit your application materials to change the place of use to the
Department you provide enough detailed information to allow for the Department to quantify the ARM
36.12.1902 and in particularly focus on the underlined elements presented previously.
Descriptions and explanations of the historic capacity & usage of delivery systems including both pipes
& ditches can help to substantiate historic elements of the right such as the flow rate.
Census data and or any other historic documentation including relevant newspaper articles can help to
substantiate the historic maximum population in an area.
DEQ based Circulars can be utilized to quantify average domestic water use based on a maximum
population.











It is possible to quantify the historic lawn and garden irrigation by assuming an average number of
people per household (possible per Census data), assigning an average lawn and garden size and then
calculating the related irrigation water requirements based on those assumptions.
Commercial use may be assigned a standard value using DNRC Form 615 and then calculated
accordingly.
Historic diverted volumes may be based on the size of the diversion works coupled with an explanation
of historic diversions and operations to arrive at flow rate over time that can be converted into a
volume.
Historic consumptive use for irrigation may be determined by apply the standardized historic
consumptive use rules for the maximum number of acres historically irrigated.
It may be possible to show or explain that the addition of a place of use equates to a re-distribution of
water rather than an enlargement of the right. In these instances it is up to the applicant to provide
sufficient information such that it can be understood how the water was utilized historically and how it
will be re-distributed and utilized through the change on a new place of use without an enlargement
taking place.
Identify historic consumptive uses served by the water right that have been reduced or eliminated over
time that can potentially be changed for use at a new place of use. Examples may include:
o No longer providing water for rural fire, dust abatement, or domestic use (water transported
outside of the city limits for use may be considered 100% consumptive);
o Water no longer used for industrial, commercial, or marketing purposes (discontinued use of
water for gravel washing plants, lumber mills, bottling plants, or power plant cooling);
o Reductions in irrigation of city parks, lawns, or agriculture associated with development or
conservation measures;
o Changes in the method of effluent treatment (if a municipality previously land applied or
evaporated sewage effluent and now treats the water and discharges it to surface or groundwater
it may be able to demonstrate reduced consumption)

B. Tips for Existing Rights (pre-1973):






When measurement records are not available or were not kept then affidavits from individuals familiar
with the historic operations of the water right may be used to assist in quantifying aspects of the water
right.
Review the statement of claim for each water right. This may lead to discovery of historic documents or
the identity of individuals with personal knowledge of pre-July 1, 1973, water use.
The Montana Historical Society may have helpful information for identification of pre-July 1, 1973,
population, industry or other uses served by the water right
The amount of water reflected in a statement of claim or Water Court decree may not be the amount of
water available for change depending on evidence regarding historic use and historic return flows
compared to the proposed change in use.

C. Tips for Permits:






Permits may have measurement records associated with them which help to substantiate all of the
elements necessary to define the maximum beneficial use of the water right proposed for change. For
example metered records can often be extrapolated to more precisely describe the maximum beneficial
use of the right.
Aerial photography post-1973 is more accurate and more frequent which allows for a more streamlined
quantification of the elements of the water right being proposed for change. It is relatively easy to
delineate on the ground features and water delivery systems using aerial photography.
It may be possible to document the amount of water diverted and discharged prior to change in place of
use then explain how these amounts will not increase through the change in instances were sufficient

measurement and distribution records exist. The tricky part here is that the consumptive amount of
water used cannot increase through the change either and that portion of the water right typically
cannot be so easily tracked or monitored.

D. Tips for Water Reservations:


A change may not be required if reservation water is put to use for the purposes identified in the
reservation within the places of use identified for the reservation.

